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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday February 18, 2019

2342  An officer stopped a vehicle on Crescent Blvd at Melrose and arrested Te’shon M. Bibbs, b/m/20, on an active warrant. 19-6886

0100  Officers responded to 1807 Briedweng Ave on a suspicious female. They arrived and arrested Jessica L. Lochner, w/f/29, for obstruction and falsification. 19-6893

1533  An officer stopped a vehicle on Wilmington Pk and investigation led to Riley D. Moore, w/m/26, being arrested for drug possession and drug paraphernalia. 19-6945

1740  An officer stopped Michael J. Lacy, w/m/35, as he knew there was an active warrant for his arrest. Lacy was taken into custody. 19-6962.

1827  An officer stopped a vehicle on Smithville at Oakdale. Investigation led to the arrest of Ronniesha E. Gillis, b/f/25 and Dominique A. D. Bellfo, b/f/25, on active warrants. Both were also issued summons for falsification. 19-6968

2209  An officer stopped a vehicle in the 2900 block of Gaylord and arrested Eugene T. Brown on an active warrant. 19-6996.
Tuesday February 19, 2019

1200 Officers responded to 1524 Brownleigh Apt. 15 on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested a juvenile for unruly and drug possession. 19-7086

1800 An officer located a stolen vehicle in the Meijer’s lot on Wilmington Pk. Thomas r. Jones, b/m/51, was arrested for receiving stolen property. 19-7127

1940 An officer arrested Nicole S. Terrell, w/f/40, on an active warrant after she was located at Speedway on Woodman Dr. 19-7134

Wednesday February 20, 2019

2345 An officer made contact with a suspicious person at Meijer, 4075 Wilmington Pk. Kody A. Owens, w/m/22, was arrested on an active warrant. Further investigation found stolen items from other stores. A passenger, Alicia M. Albrektson, w/f/37, was arrested on an active warrant. She was also cited for drug abuse instruments. 19-7181

1245 Officers responded to a suspicious person call on Wilmington near Smithville Rd. They arrived and arrested Andrew Wyatt Leadford, w/m/35, on an active warrant. He was also issued a summons for drug instrument possession. 19-7221

Thursday February 21, 2019

2153 Officers responded to S. Kilmer St and Home Ave in Dayton on a recovered stolen vehicle that had been taken from the Shell on Far Hills Ave around 1845 hrs. Investigation on-going. 19-7265

1049 Officers responded to State Farm Park on a death. They arrived and found that a 49 year old, white male had committed suicide. Investigation is on-going. 19-7367

Friday February 22, 2019

2346 Officers made a traffic stop on W. Stroop at S. Dixie. During the stop they discovered that Carlton E. Miller, b/m/53, had no valid license and he was also in possession of drugs. He was taken into custody. 19-7479
1011 Officers responded to a death on Flesher. No foul play observed and investigation is on-going. 19-7532.

1221 Officers responded to a death on Rushland. Brady A. Weekley, w/m/51, had passed away. No foul play observed and investigation is on-going. 19-7550

1304 Officers responded to 4090 Wilmington Pk on a disturbance involving a man threatening with a gun. They located Artie M. D. Morrow, b/m/26, and he was arrested for domestic violence and agg. menacing. 19-7559

2038 Officers responded to 4310 Wallington on a warrant service. They located Robert J. Gainor, w/m/54, and arrested him on an active warrant. 19-7615

Saturday February 23, 2019

2314 An officer made a traffic stop on W. Dorothy and S. Dixie. Investigation found that Anthony D. Downey Jr., b/m/22, had an active warrant. He placed under arrest. 19-7640.

Sunday February 24, 2019

2203 An officer made a traffic stop on Wilmington at Smithville Rd. During the stop it was discovered that Bianca N. Neal, w/f/39, had drugs and an active felony warrant. She was placed under arrest. David J. Fadley, w/m/44, was also arrested for drug possession. 19-7774

0113 Officers responded to 940 Hollendale on a domestic. They arrived and discovered that a juvenile had assaulted their mother. Juvenile was placed under arrest. 19-7797

1215 An officer responded to Kettering Hospital and arrested Zachary J. Huff, w/m/33, on an active warrant. 19-5953 and 19-7655

1217 Officers responded to 1616 Sacramento on a trespassing call. They arrived and arrested Valerie D. Trimble, w/f/51, for trespassing. 19-7851

1620 Officers responded to 4873 Bonnie on a suspicious person call. They arrived and located James C. Mason, w/m/29, who had two active warrants. He was placed under arrest. 19-7712
1840  Officers responded to 1723 E. Dorothy Ln Apt #18 on a warrant service. They located Kenyon L. Brown, b/m/18, who had an active warrant. He was placed under arrest. 19-0079